RELIGIOUS TIES SPUR DEBATE
State Aid in Question

By Ronald A. Pearson

The editors of The Circle, a student publication at Marist College, have printed this pro- and con-position paper submitted by two groups of students. The French House and a student group in Pre-Vocational Studies have expressed their beliefs on the issue of state aid while those students opposed to state aid are represented by the student group B.A.B.A. The editors have elected not to print a position paper from the student group "All in Favor of State Aid." The contents of the student position papers are presented below.

B.A.B.A. Submits Housing Request

By Ronald A. Pearson

In September of the year nineteen seventy, the Housing Department of B.A.B.A. submitted a request for new housing accommodations for the following academic year. The request was denied by the Housing Department, but the group continued to push for their housing needs.
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...Falls Echo in the memory down perpetual possibility... Foot...

...is the easiest thing to change. I finally this inadequacy I had to go was young and I was in Europe.

...To go Third Year Abroad, or really been used by the students. Hopefully they will start to

...is the prime importance that of... is the only thing we can interpret. Each one of us...

...at Marist in their efforts to... Mr. Norton may be regarded as a...
A glance at Marist reveals its never ending pace. A glance cannot, however, tell the whole story.

Will Marist really, uh... Change me?

Four Years...Planned peoplehood. Unplanned. People living both ways and every other way...

...And so you come to Poughkeepsie Along Route 9 by the famous Hudson...

...And it begins...

I won't grow long hair Or turn on Or tune in Or drop out Or be different Or be involved...

...so when you leave, Down those same paths,...

...You feel different Not Changing Changed.
In Perspective

Ray Charlton

Two Fakes Later
"Dead Foxes"
By Joe Rubens

Time is money and you don't have much. No matter what happens, the money will be waiting for you. The best way to live is by the day. The day will pass and the money will be waiting for you. The best way to live is by the hour. The hour will pass and the money will be waiting for you. The best way to live is by the second. The second will pass and the money will be waiting for you.

The Catholic Church is an interesting institution. It is known for its ability to serve as the custodian of Christ's teachings. It is known for its ability to provide a spiritual refuge for those who are seeking guidance. It is known for its ability to provide a source of comfort for those who are seeking solace. It is known for its ability to provide a source of strength for those who are seeking strength. It is known for its ability to provide a source of inspiration for those who are seeking inspiration. It is known for its ability to provide a source of hope for those who are seeking hope. It is known for its ability to provide a source of light for those who are seeking light. It is known for its ability to provide a source of wisdom for those who are seeking wisdom. It is known for its ability to provide a source of knowledge for those who are seeking knowledge. It is known for its ability to provide a source of power for those who are seeking power. It is known for its ability to provide a source of influence for those who are seeking influence. It is known for its ability to provide a source of authority for those who are seeking authority.

In Perspective

Phil Cappio

Clambakes in Winter
LIDO'S
Clubs - Organizations Rent Our Hall With An Indoor Barbecue Pit - Then Let us Promote Your Own Thing, Ski Party...Admissions Free On Weekends
10:00 A.M. to 3:00 A.M.
I.D. CARD

BABY BASS
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Hoopsters Squeak By Kings 65-63
Face New Paltz Saturday

Varsity Aims To Keep Streak Alive At Monmouth Tonight

A week ago Wednesday the squad took on Nyack at home. It proved to be a tough one as the host squad built up a 49-25 halftime lead. The Foxes returned to a final score of 94-49.

The front court strength of the junior foxes proved to be too much for the struggling Red Dragons, who couldn't get enough shots to make their attack effective.

The men in red held a consistently strong lead throughout with Oneonta, at one time only closing to within 8 points. The big gun, as usual, was guard John Gallagher who pumped in 27 points while pulling down 21 rebounds. Joe Scott (15 pts., 13 reb.), Bill McGarr and Brian McGowan (12 pts.) filled in for ailing starter Ed Donnelly. In Saturday's match only Jim McGarr turned in by Rich Tallevi as he showed fine hustle and improved defense. On numerous occasions he literally dove through the air to come up with some miraculous saves.

Nyack's scoring was led by Gregg D scarce with 11 points, and Danie Stokol and Phil Nelson who threw in 10 apiece. The following Saturday the men in red travelled to Oneonta, where they averaged last year's embarrassing loss by defeating the Red Dragons 80-63.

Ray Manning turned in his finest varsity performance as he controlled the boards, negating all that and, as he continues to average over 17 points while-center Jim Spenla (10 pts., 11 rbs.), and Ray Charlton (14 pts.) supplemented the scoring attack.

Last week the Marist wrestling team went up against two big wrestling schools from New Jersey and came out dated. Even though the Marist campus column couldn't halt the tide as Madison - F.D.U. took a 35-15 decision last Wednesday and Newark - Rutgers followed up on Saturday with a 43-5 win.

In the match against Fairleigh - Dickinson Kevin O'Grady, wrestling for the first time this year after an injury, found the going rough as Herb Weber pinned him in 1:23.

John Eisenhardt then picked up a forfeit. However from here F.D.U. proceeded to put on a great display of wrestling as they opened to an 18-5 lead. Skip Moser pinned 136 lb. Lance Lipscomb in 2:30. Then Dave Chester, although unable to register a pin beat Rico Velez 10-2. Then Jim Orzechowski, the youngster of two brothers, pinned his opponent, Stiles, and pinned him in 1:53.

John Lowery followed Tip on the 10-2 lead before stopping Lifer loses during the match. Larry McLain ended the Marist's finest outing as he wrestled 158 lb. Chris Lifler, won by 15-2, with 4 points. Joe Moore, wrestling for a badly needed pin, proceeded to build a 12-2 lead before stopping Lifler in 7:34.

F.D.U. quickly put the match out of reach, but Calabrese was too strong for 167 lb. Jack Walsh, pinning him in 1:34. Then At Orazeczwski took a 9-0 decision from Jim Lowery.

The muscular freshman did a big job in fighting off several near falls during the match.

Larry McLain ended the scoring by pinning 191 lb. freshman George Finn in 3:14. Bill McGarr was awarded a forfeit in the heavyweight division.

In Saturday's match only Jim Lowery was able to stem the tide as he reversed his 177 lb. opponent, Stiles, and pinned him in 58. Newark-Rutgers won all but one of the matches, except for 150 lb., where Marty Ryan dropped a 10-1 decision to Newark's Perrotti.

Both of the New Jersey schools give wrestling scholarships, in fact the entire F.D.U. team receives aid.

Last night the team took on another powerhouse in the form of the Post. On Saturday the grapplers last due to permission Aderholdt until word was given to use Donnelly Hall. Mr. Aderholdt didn't want them running the halls. Right after Mr. Aderholdt, Greg Howe went to see the team an affirmative or negative answer the next day. Next morning, Greg Howe went to see Dr. Goldberg who told him that everybody he talked to was willing to let the track team run. The track team has increased from 58 to 80 men.

During these three years, many of the runners began to look for some place to run indoors. A few places had been considered (like Dutchess Community College Gym, the Brother's Gym in Poughkeepsie, and the Poughkeepsie Armory), but nothing could be materialized. The team finally decided that they would use Donnelly Hall which some of the runners used four years ago but discontinued because of possible leg injury. Now, however, we know that this is not a valid excuse.

For two days, the team used Donnelly Hall. The first time was by Dr. Goldberg that Mr. Aderholdt, Greg Howe and other members of the team (Greg Howe and Steve Kopki) went to see Mr. Aderholdt. A heated discussion developed between Mr. Aderholdt and the two members in which Mr. Aderholdt stated that Mr. Pavolko informed him that he did not expect the team running in the hall for safety reasons. He also said that he did not know of any permission given for the use of the hall. The heated discussion finally ended, when the two members were excused from Mr. Aderholdt's office. After their abrupt discussion, the two members decided to see some of the people involved in the matter.

First, they saw Mr. Pavolko who said he knew how much trouble the team had gone through in the past, but was still fearful of the hazards that could be created if the team ran in the hall. Next they went to see Mr. Aderholdt's office.
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